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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate how crowdsourcing can be used to automatically build a personalized tourist attraction recommender
system, which tailors recommendations to specific individuals, so different people who use the system each get their own
list of recommendations, appropriate to their own traits.
Recommender systems crucially depend on the availability
of reliable and large scale data that allows predicting how
a new individual is likely to rate items from the catalog of
possible items to recommend. We show how to automate the
process of generating this data using crowdsourcing, so that
such a system can be built even when such a dataset is not
initially available. We first find possible tourist attractions
to recommend by scraping such information from Wikipedia.
Next, we use crowdsourced workers to filter the data, then
provide their opinions regarding these items. Finally, we use
machine learning methods to predict how new individuals
are likely to rate each attraction, and recommend the items
with the highest predicted ratings.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Consider tourists arriving at a city that they have never
visited before, and who seek information about attractions
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that they may find interesting. Without further information
about each individual it is difficult to decide which attractions to recommend, as there is a high variance in preferences
and tastes. One can recommend attractions that are generally popular, as is done by existing tourist guides and websites. Given more information about each tourist one may
tailor the recommendations to individuals. For example, elderly tourists are less likely to enjoy physically demanding
attractions, and introverts would probably enjoy attractions
with less intense human interaction than extroverts.
Personalized recommender systems produce recommendations that are tailored to the specific individual seeking the
recommendation. Thus, different people who use the system
each get their own list of recommendations based on their
own traits [9]. Recommender systems have been applied
in various domains, such as movies, music and advertising.
Typically they are built using a large dataset consisting of
the traits of many individuals, a catalog of items described
by some features, and the ratings that various individuals
gave to various items. This dataset allows a machine learning model to correlate the traits of individuals and features
of items, and thus predict how an individual user would rate
a certain item. The recommender system can then recommend items that are most likely to be highly rated.
However, sometimes such datasets are not available. We
show how to automate the process of building a personalized recommender system using crowdsourcing. As our
target domain we have chosen the tourism domain, which
has previously been explored for non-personalized recommendations [10]. In order to personalize recommendations,
we must profile both attractions and users, and match each
user with the attractions most suitable for her in the target
location. We first find possible tourist attractions to recommend by identifying all items in Wikipedia with a specific
geographic location, then ask crowdsourced workers to provide us with deep information about themselves and to express their opinions regarding the potential attractions. We
then use machine learning methods to predict how new individuals are likely to rate each attraction, and recommend
the items with the highest predicted ratings.
A major challenge is finding ways to incentivize workers to

reveal their true information and opinions about attractions.
For data where the goal is to reach a consensus answer (e.g.,
is this attraction suitable for children?), techniques for peer
prediction allow rewarding truthful reporting [8]. When we
strive to elicit more personal beliefs (e.g., how much do I
like this attraction) it is not clear how to extend these techniques. Our current system uses a relatively simple payment
scheme, but improvements are an active area of research.

2.

CROWDSOURCED RECOMMENDATION

it is a shopping attraction, we categorize it as such. This
process yields a catalog of potential attractions in the target
destination, which we call the attraction catalog.
Obtaining Ratings: We predict how a user would rate
an attraction by generating a dataset D using crowdsourcing. We use AMT to source a pool of workers. We ask
each worker to complete a user profiling questionnaire, and
to rate a set of 20 attractions selected at random from the
attraction catalog. Each such rating is stored as a triplet
of the form (U, A, r), where U are the features of the rating
user (captured by the user profiling questionnaire), A are
the attraction features from the attraction catalog and r is
the rating that this user gave to this attraction.
Generating Recommendations: After obtaining the
dataset D, we apply linear regression to build a prediction
model M . The model M predicts the rating that a user u′ ,
characterized by the user features, would give to an attraction a′ , characterized by the attraction features. To generate
a personalized recommendation for a new user, we ask the
user to fill in the user profiling questionnaire and use M
to predict the rating that this user would give to each attraction in our catalog. We sort the attractions from the
highest predicted rating to the lowers predicted rating, and
recommend attractions in the top of this list.
Conclusion: We proposed a crowdsourced personalized
attraction recommender system. Several questions remain
open. Can other machine learning methods, such as matrix factorization, improve the recommendations? Does our
methodology generalize to other domains? Can we use sketching [5, 4, 2, 1, 3] to improve space requirements and runtime?

To generate a personalized recommendation, we require a
profile for the target user, consisting of user features. These
include demographic features (age, gender, income and family status) and their psychological personality profile. The
personality profile consists of the Big Five personality traits
[7], a commonly accepted model in psychology for the key
personality traits of an individual. These traits are measured using a short questionnaire called the Ten Item Personality Inventory [6], providing scores for each of the five
traits: openness to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism. Finally, since each attraction is associated with a general attraction category (categories are: historical landmarks, architecture, art, culture,
shopping, amusement parks, nature), we ask users to provide
us with ratings for each of these categories. The user profile
is built by asking each user to complete a user profiling questionnaire with 22 questions (demographic traits, personality
questionnaire and general attraction category ratings). This
questionnaire contains key information for deciding which
recommendations are appropriate for each user. We denote
the user profile features as: U = (uage , ugender , . . . , uneuroticism ).
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